The tool chain maps nested loop applications written in Matlab onto platforms, such as FPGAs. PAAN rewrites the original Matlab application as a Process Network in which the control is parameterized and distributed. This control is given as parameterizedpolytopes that are expressed in of pseudo-linear expressions. These expressions cannot always be mapped eficiently onto hardware as they contain multiplication and integer division operations. This obstructs the data Jlow through the processes. Therefore, we present in this paper the Expression Compiler that eficiently maps linear expressions onto a dedicated hardware path in such a way that the distributed and parameterized control never obstructs the data Jlow through processors. This compiler employs techniques like number theory axioms, method of difference, and predicated static single assignment code.
Introduction
The aim of the COMPAAN compiler [8, is to automatically derive a parallel description from a nested loop application written in a standard programming language like C or Matlab. The applications COMPAAN targets are compute kernels that belong to the domain of multi-media, imaging, bioinformatics, and classical signal processing. These application are computationally intensive and typically need to operate under real-time constraints. The output of COMPAAN are Kahn Process Network (KPN) specifications. A KPN is a deterministic model of computation that expresses an application in terms of distributed memory and distributed control. Once the process network is created, the individual processes can either be described in Java [4] or C++ code or as sizable VHDL network of processors suitable for mapping onto
The KPN synthesis to
Figure
Running an core efficiently in a LAURA Processor hardware is done by the LAURA tool During synthesis, each KPN process is first mapped to a virtual processor that consists of a Read, an Execute and a Write Unit. The Read and Write Units execute a particular control program that is derived by COMPAAN. This program represents the distributed control of a process network. The control program determines at each firing of the Execute Unit from where data needs to be read and to where data needs to be written. The Execute Unit embeds an IP core that implements the functionality of the assignment statement in the original lab or C program. Each IP Core executes a firing in a particular clock period, as given by its worst slack. This clock period becomes an important design constraints for our hardware processor, as the Read and Write Units need to determine the next read and write operation in less than this clock period. Only then do the Read and Write Unit not obstruct the data flow through the Execute Unit. In Figure 1 , we show an IP Core that executes in 10 As a consequence, the Read and Write Units need to calculate the next control signals in less than this 10
The control program in the Read and Write units is expressed in terms of parameterized polytopes. By evaluating these, we can support parameterized control in hardware [6, The parameterized polytopes are repeatedly evaluated at run-time. If a particular iteration is within the space defined by the polytope, it means that data needs to be read or written. An example of a polytope is given in Figure 2 . In it, the variables and are parameters, while and stage are iterators from corresponding code. Each expression in the polytope may also contain pseudo-linear terms like a DIV Figure 2 . Example of a set of expressions that defines a polytope.
Checking whether an iteration point (stage, is enclosed by the polytope or not, we have to evaluate all the condition contained by the polytope (see Figure 2 ). In software we implement this evaluation as a cascade of if-statements. The speed of evaluation is however low, as the evaluation of each expression happens in a sequential manner. Evaluating the polytopes on hardware can be done much faster, as each expression can be evaluated in parallel. Nevertheless, it is still difficult to evaluate the expressions as part of the Read or Write unit in Figure 1 in less then 1Ons.Complex operations such as multiplication and integer division may easily take more than the for running a stage of the IP core. In this paper, we introduce the Expression Compiler that compiles the polytope expressions in a hardware data-path using a number of techniques to reduce the evaluation time. As a consequence, we can evaluate arbitrary expressions in the Read and Write units faster than the Execute Unit.
The techniques we present as part of the Expression Compiler take advantage of the repetitive nature of the polytope evaluation, and algorithmic techniques like strength reduction of complex operations to conditional statements, addition, shifts and Look Up Tables  Also, we propose that all expressions to be compiled in a static single assignment form suitable for future low-level optimizations, multiplexors reductions, bit-width computation, and pipelining. However, we do not address the issue of the generating the for-loops that include the polytope In this paper we address only the issues of the generating hardware datapaths for the expressions within the polytope.
We start by defining the expressions in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe related work. Section 4 presents our approach to convert expressions efficiently to hardware in a two-step approach. In Section 5 and Section 6, we present the techniques to simplify expressions. The predicated single assignment form is explained in Section 7. Experimental results are given in Section 8, and we conclude this paper in Section 9.
Pseudo Linear Expressions
A polytope is represented by a set of terms that are linear or pseudo linear and is defined as:
Ezpression
where and are constants, is a for-loop MOD is the remainder of the integer division of in an expression by a constant divider, and the DIV is the integer division in an Expression by a constant divider.
Related Work
A KPN network generated by COMPAAN may be simulated using software KPN simulators where all expressions that define a polytope are evaluated in a sequential order. In a similar approach has been tried for a hardware implementation, but for only a very limited set of expressions (no multiplications and pseudo linear operators). To allow for an efficient compilation of expressions to hardware, we investigated a more flexible approach based on two observations. Our first observation is that each expression can be evaluated in parallel as they represent a part of a geometrical figure in a n-dimensional space. A second observation is that the total evaluation time of an expression can take longer than the evaluation of an IP block embedded in our network. This is due to the presence of complex operations such as multiplication and integer division. The elimination of division and modulo operations from a sequential programs has been discussed in Also the project employs similar techinques to avoid MOD and DIV operations. Our target is to generate a custom datapath implementation, and hence, additional issues have to be taken into account like hardware mapping, critical path delay, and the size of the implementation in hardware.
The Approach
For a fast and efficient implementation of the expression set given in Figure 2 we simplify them into expressions that use only additions, LUT, and shifts. Thus, they can be executed in less then a single cycle of the IP core embedded in the Execute Unit. Moreover, the simplified expressions is represented in a data-structure that allows us further manipulation to obtain an optimal hardware implementation in terms of speed and area pipeline, ing and multiplexer reduction). For that reason, we have broken down the conversion from expressions to hardware in two steps as shown in Figure 3 . In the first step, the input expressions are simplified using high-level optimizations that are platform independent. In the second step, the expressions are manipulated to obtain better performing hardware by taking advantage of mid and low-level optimizations that are platform dependent. 
Flow
The High-Level Optimizer implements highlevel and platform independent optimizations. It converts an expression in three steps to a simplified structure that allows further optimization.
Number Theory Axioms is exploited to reduce the strength of expressions to simpler expressions. Also, expressions that contain DIV terms are converted to MOD terms as they are simpler to realize in hardware. 
Method of Difference

Number Theory Axioms
A polynomial expression is composed of linear terms and pseudo linear terms like MOD and DIV. These pseudo terms require special compilation techniques to be realized efficiently and fast in hardware. An important assumption is that a MOD term can be realized more efficiently in hardware than a DIV term. A MOD term can be realized, as we will show when presenting examples, using look up tables and simple counters. Also, we avoid calculating the actual integer division by a constant, leading to a realization that uses less bits. COMPAAN typically generates polytopes that contain DIV terms when pseudo linear terms are involved. The b * 6) form is the most frequently occurring form of a DIV operation found in our polytopes. See, for example, the expressions in Figure 2 . Since we want to work with rather than we make use of Optimization 5.1 when possible.
Optimization 5.1
it is simplified as a -6).
An observation is that Optimization 5.1 can easily be extended to handle numbers that are a multiple of b. Conversely, the optimization can also be used to rewrite MOD terms into DIV terms. There are cases that a DIV term cannot be converted into a MOD term. In such case, we employ modem software
If a DIV term is defined as b b), then compiler techniques to reduce the cost of integer division 9, These techniques are based on socalled scaled reciprocals. In general, the techniques transform an integer division into a multiplication with a constant and a shifts expressed, see Also, we can scale the entire expression with the constant b to amve to an expression b b) in which case Optimization 5.1 holds.
The bit-width result of a term is -+ 1,while the bit-width result of a term is In our flow, usually, we may assume that b << a, and we can say that the number of bits needed to represent the MOD term is less then the number of bits needed to represent a DIV term. This reinforces our goal to work with MOD rather than DIV terms. Besides implementing operations that rewrite DIV terms in MOD terms, we implemented additional strength reduction operations to further optimize an expression in a systematic way to calculated the expression more efficiently using equivalent operators that are cheaper on a target platform. Next, we give some number theory axioms which we have implemented in our High-Level Optimizer to simplify modulo operations. Even when the plification does not immediately eliminate operations, it reduces the complexity of operations and may lead later on to further optimizations.
Optimization 5.2
Simplifies modulo expressions using the following algebraic simplification rules where x and y are variables, and a, b, and d are constants.
This optimization is particularly interesting when the expression of the MOD term contains constant values. Using Optimization 5.2, we can remove these constants from the run-time calculation as we can compute them at compile time. Also, constants are scaled to small values, is converted into A special case is when the divider is a constant of power two. In that case, we can apply Optimization 5.3.
Optimization 5.3
If the divider of the MOD operation is positive and is a power of two, then the modulo expression can be simplified to a AND operation:
where (2" -1) is a string of ones. 
Method of Difference
Within each processor, a sequence schedule is executed. This schedule is captured by for loops. The for-loops define iteration points for which the polytope needs to be evaluated, for iteration point Because of the for-loops, a polytope, hence the expressions of the polytope, are evaluated repeatedly. This repetitive behavior can be exploited to simplify the evaluation of our expressions by removing all multiplications and convert them into additions. This is an important step, as a multiplication takes more FPGA resources and time compared to an addition.
The technique that exploits the repetitive behavior is called the Method of Differences as it is based on using differences of the terms of an expression to calculate the next value. Although the method of differences can be applied to a polynomial of any degree, we are dealing only with pseudo linear expressions and thus polynomials of degree one. Pseudo-linear terms such as MOD we can use the following optimizations.
Optimization 6.1
The modulo expressions that creates discontinuities within the iteration space can be simplified using a conditional statement.
Let there be given a modulo expression in a loop of the following form: 
Predicated Static Single Assignment
The Predicated Static Single Assignment (PSSA) [3] form is suitable for mid and low-level optimizations either for micro-processors [ or for reconfigurable platforms such as We are primarily interested in optimization for a FPGA platform. The Static Single Assignment form requires that every variable within a computation is assigned a value only once, thereby explicitly expressing the data-dependency between operations. The Static Single Assignment form is almost equivalent to a Dependency Graph (DG), which is a very suitable form for hardware implementations. For example, variables for intermediate results correspond to nothing more than wires that are required anyway to perform the computation. By extending SSA with predication, every statement in the original computation is tagged with a guard that controls whether or not a statement is actually executed. Advanced techniques [17,191can be applied on a PSSA to optimize its output for the FPGA platform. Examples of mid-level optimizations are dead code elimination, constant propagation, and retiming. Examples of low-level optimizations are minimization of the uses of multiplexors and bit-width minimization of the PSSA variables.
In the PSSA code, each assignment statement is predicated with a condition that may be always true. Each variable is given an unique name to make sure a value is assigned only once to a variable in an evaluation, as required by the Static Single Assignment form.
The PSSA form can be efficiently used for level optimizations such as bit-width optimization.
This analysis is very as it drastically improves both the area usage and the performance. A data-path operating on 5 bit integers is smaller and faster than an operation on 16 bit integer. Since the variables in an expression depend only on the loop indices, the bit-width of all operators can be derived from the original loop indices bit-width. The loop indices depend on the upper and lower loop bounds. Suppose that is the upper bound for loop index i, then its bit-width is given by = Using this information and the fact that all the operation in a PSSA tree are additions, we can propagate the bit-width constraint along the DG structure of the PSSA. Using Equation 2, in which variables and have a particular bit width, we calculate the required bit-width for the result of the addition.
= + ( 2 )
The result of the PSSA compiler is efficiently mapped in hardware as a dedicated data-path. We do not address the problem of generating the hardware for the for-loops (which are implemented as counters), but we are interested only in a efficient derivation of the hardware data-path for expressions in a polytope.
Example
In this section we show typical results obtained with our Expression Compiler, based on one complex examples. We used the 7.2 tool for synthesis and the Xilinx ISE 6.2 tool for hardware mapping on a Xilinx platform. Consider the example given in Figure 4 . } / / end j end i Figure 5 . The code is given in Figure 5 . This code is equivalent to the original code, but all multiplications and pseudo-terms are replaced by additions and strength reduced M O D operations. We also change the names of the variables to make the conversion to the PSSA code in the last step of the Expression Compiler easier.
As we mentioned in the introduction of this paper, we are only interested to generate the hardware data-path for each expression of a polytope P. The scanning of the polytope the implementation of the for-loops) is not the issue of this paper. Thus, we separate the nested-loops control from the control associated with the compilation of an expression. To do so, we transform the code, as given in Figure 5 , in a perfect nested-loop code. This is done by adding extra conditional statements for the code that is not in the most inner-loop. Next, the body of this nested-loop is compiled to a PSSA code. After rewriting the code to its PSSA form and generating VHDL, we obtained the hardware data-path for the input expression. In our current implementation of the PSSA compiler, we do not yet take full advantage of the fact that we can break the critical path using pipeline techniques. Also, we do not yet employ multiplexer reduction techniques to reduce the number of multiplexors used. Figure 6 depicts the data-path Figure 6 . Expression evaluator architecture chitecture that evaluates our example. In the loop stage, we implement the nested for-loops. It signalize to the next stage when low-bounds conditions are true. Each term of the expression is evaluated in parallel in the expression terms evaluation stage. The results are summed in the result assembly stage.
The FPGA mapping of the data-path for the expression depicted in Figure 4 
Future work and Conclusions
Expressions that contain linear and linear terms can be converted efficiently to hardware using Expression Compiler, as presented in this paper. The Expression Compiler is needed in LAURA to make sure that the evaluation of parameterized polytopes in the Read and Write Unit of a hardware process happens faster than the evaluation of an IP Core embedded in the Execute Unit. Only then the data flow in a network is not obstructed by control needed to distribute the original application. Because the control programs in the Read and Write units are expressed in terms of parameterized polytopes, the data flow should even not be obstructed while supporting parameterized control in hardware.
The 
